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ABSTRACT 

An Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal describes the electrical 

activity of the heart recorded by electrodes placed on the 

surface of human body. It summarizes an important electrical 

activity used for the primary diagnosis of heart abnormalities 

such as Tachycardia, Bradycardia, Normalcy, Regularity and 

Heart Rate Variation. The most clinically useful information 

of the ECG signal is found in the time intervals between its 

consecutive waves and amplitudes defined by its features. In 

this paper, an ECG feature extraction algorithm based on 

Daubechies Wavelet Transform is presented. DB4 Wavelet is 

selected due to the similarity of its scaling function to the 

shape of the ECG signal. R peaks detection is the core of this 

algorithm’s feature extraction. All other primary peaks are 

extracted with respect to the location of R peaks through 

creating windows proportional to their normal intervals. The 

proposed extraction algorithm is evaluated on MIT-BIH 

Arrhythmia Database. Experimental results indicate that the 

algorithm can successfully detect and extract all the primary 

features with a deviation error of less than 10%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 The study of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals has been a 

growing research topic due to its role in diagnosing many 

cardiac diseases [1, 2]. The ECG signal is a “graphic record of 

the direction and magnitude of the electrical activity that is 

generated by the depolarization and repolarization of the atria 

and ventricles” [3, 4].  Each full cardiac cycle is represented 

by an ECG signal that consists of P-QRS-T waves. Figure 1 

shows a normal ECG signal highlighting its main features in 

terms of its primary waves and time intervals. The majority of 

the medically useful information in the ECG is originated 

from the intervals and amplitudes defined by its features 

(characteristic wave peaks and time durations) [5]. Typical 

normal values for ECG amplitudes and durations of a healthy 

normal person are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 

respectively [6].  The improvement of a precise and rapid 

methods for automatic ECG feature extraction is of great 

importance, particularly for the examination of long 

recordings [3]. There is a significant research effort paid to 

the investigation of methods for extracting useful features 

carrying medical information from ECG signals. Mazomenos, 

Evangelos B. et al.[5] presented a low complexity algorithm 

for extracting fiducial points from ECG signals using Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DWT). Vaneghi et al [7] compared six 

distinct approaches for an EGC signal feature extraction. 

Their findings revealed that the Eigenvector method 

outperformed the other 5 presented schemes. One of the 

closest studies to ours is explored by Espiritu-Santo-Rincon et 

al [8]. Similar to this work, they have devised a mechanism 

for detecting R peaks followed by the rest of the signal 

features. However their method is totally based on Wave 

segmentation. A number of other techniques have been 

proposed in [9] for the detection of ECG features.  

 

 

Figure 1: Typical ECG Signal1 

Most of the aforementioned methods for ECG signal analysis 

were based on the time domain. But it is not always adequate 

to study all the features of ECG signals in the time domain. 

Therefore, the frequency representation of a signal is equally 

important and its processing is more appealing. Current study 

is inspired  by the  ECG feature extraction algorithm proposed 

by Mahmoodabadi et al. [3]. Daubechies family of wavelet is 

used for the analysis and decomposition of the signal [10]. 

Current study’s main objective is the extraction of primary 

features of the denoised and decomposed ECG signals. By 

extracting these primary ECG features, it is thought that some 

fundamental parameters such as the amplitudes of the waves 

and their durations such as RR, QRS, and PR intervals can be 

easily obtained which is then used for subsequent automatic 

analysis.

                                                           
1 http://a-fib.com/treatments-for-atrial-fibrillation/diagnostic-

testing/the-ekg-signal/ 
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Table 2: Normal ECG Wave Durations 

P-R interval 0.12 to 0.20 second 

Q-T interval 0.35 to 0.44 second 

S-T segment 0.05 to 0.15 second 

P wave interval 0.11 second 

QRS interval 0.09 second 

 

2.  EXPERIMENTS 

2.1 Dataset 
 To validate the proposed extraction algorithm, MIT-BIH 

Arrhythmia Database is used. It is a standard and publicly 

available dataset which is developed for testing and evaluating 

research works on arrhythmia detectors and cardiac dynamics 

[11]. The database contains 48 30-minute extracts of two-

channel ambulatory ECG recordings gathered from 47 

participants. The recordings have been taken between 1975 

and 1979 at BIH Arrhythmia Laboratory. As the current work 

heavily utilizes essential feature extraction from ECG signals, 

MIT-BIH database has been selected on its fitness for the role. 

2.2 ECG Feature Extraction 
 The overall proposed feature extraction algorithm is best 

summarized in Figure 2. As recorded ECG signals are 

contaminated with noise, the original signal is first 

decomposed to smoothen it by removing the contaminating 

noise and picking appropriate approximation coefficients. The 

wavelet decomposition process down samples the signal by 

transforming the samples to a much lower frequency than the 

original signal. Consequently the details are reduced and QRS 

complex is preserved. Detection is made easier with reduced 

details. The signal is decomposed up to the fourth level 

beyond which the R peak detection is performed.  Detection 

of R peaks in the down sampled approximated coefficients is 

achieved using a threshold which is set to be half the highest 

QRS complex of the down sampled signal. The plausibility of 

picking a point in the R wave other than its peak led to the 

inclusion of the next step after the R detection (fourth block in 

Figure 2).  It can be closely observed in Figure 3 and Figure 4 

that the R-peak is not a single impulse peak, but rather 

multiple points in the same peak satisfying the criteria of 

being higher than the selected threshold.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Proposed ECG Feature Extraction Algorithm 

 

Figure 3: Original un-decomposed signal 

Technically speaking, R-peak detection process is performed 

on the down sampled signal which requires locating any 

extracted R signal in the original ECG signal. After 

successfully detecting R peaks, the remaining P, T, Q and S 

waves are determined with respect to the R peaks. For the 

feature extraction and analysis, ECG signals of both Normal 

Sinus Rhythm and ST-Elevated signals are considered in the 

first round of experiments. Figure 4 demonstrates 

reconstructed signal of a selected MIT-BIH record. A close 

scrutiny to the plots reveals that the frequency bands are 

separated and the reconstruction of the decomposition 

coefficients 1 to 4 are smoother and cleaner as compared to 

the original signal shown in Figure 3. Nevertheless, as 

decomposition levels increase, they will have less number of 

samples than the original signal due to the down sampling. 

One can see that first signal (top left Figure 4) resembles the 

original signal but has exactly one forth the number of 

samples because the signal is decomposed in 4 levels. 2nd 

level has exactly half the number of samples of 1st  level, and 

3rd level has exactly half the number of samples of the 2nd 

level and so on.  

 

 

Table 1:  Normal ECG Wave Amplitudes 

Wave   Typical Amplitude 

P  wave 0.25 mV 

R  wave 1.60 mV 

Q  wave 25% of R wave 

T  wave 0.1 to 0.5 mV 

Original ECG 

Signal 

Decompose 

signal with DB4 

Detect R Peaks 

by thresholding 
Find any close 

but larger sample 

Locate R peaks in 

the original signal  

Detect other peaks 

with respect to R   
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Figure 4: Reconstructed ECG signal from the 4th Level DB4 Decomposition 

 

2.3 ECG Waves’ Detection  
 The study’s approach of the ECG waves’ detection is centred 

on the R-Peak extraction. Therefore, maximizing the detection 

accuracy of this cornerstone wave is a perquisite for the entire 

extraction accuracy. This is to say that all other waves of the 

ECG signal including T, P, Q and S waves can be easily 

located with reference to R-peak and with the assumption that 

wave intervals and segment durations are known as per tables 

1 and 2. The third block of the extraction algorithm summery 

given in Figure 2 encapsulates the R peak detection. In this 

section, this block is further expanded to illustrate the actual R 

peak detection mechanism (cf. Figure 5).   

As stated, all values exceeding the threshold are organised in 

a vector called R peaks. As decomposed signals are noise free, 

the second level approximation coefficients   (top right Figure 

4) is selected for further processing. This means that the initial 

R peaks are extracted from the down sampled signal. 

However, the ultimate goal is to detect the R Peaks in the 

original signal. So the strategy here is to first detect the R 

peaks in the down sampled signal and then cross verify those 

points in the actual signal. Since fourth level wavelet 

decomposition is used, the detected R waves in the down 

sampled signal can be mapped to the original signal by 

multiplying 4 to their location indices.  The R wave extraction 

procedure is demonstrated in the flow chart given in Figure 5.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The implementation of the R peak extraction algorithm as 

descripted in Figure 5 enabled the detection of ECG features. 

The analysis made during the algorithm evaluation and testing 

is confined to Normal Sinus Rhythm and ST-Elevated signals 

of the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database. Figure 62 elaborates 

the extracted features in terms of the P, R and T waves on the 

original ECG signal. Most of the clinically useful information 

in the ECG is found in the intervals and amplitudes defined by 

its features. Therefore the actual amplitude can be determined 

by referring to the digitized data of the processed database. If 

you observe the raw amplitudes of the signal in Figure 6, it 

                                                           
2 Figure 6 comes after 7 for the suitability   of the latter to fit double 

column page while Figure 6 needs to span across two columns. 
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goes to around 600mV, a figure which is far larger than the 

expected physical quantity in millivolts. The relationship in 

equation 1 is used to obtain the actual amplitude in the desired 

physical unit from the raw data. It is noteworthy that the 

ADC3 gain is specified for each database record in the 

information header files of MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database.  

(1)
GainADC

AmplitudeRaw
mV)Amplitude(Actual 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: R Peak Detection Flow Chart 

Another group of fundamental extracted features are the 

durations between successive waves with the most important 

of all being the R-R interval. It is from these duration intervals 

where the heart rate can be easily determined. The basic idea 

used in determining this interval is based on the sampling 

frequency and the number of samples between any two 

successive R peaks. The average number of samples between 

consecutive R peaks was calculated. This number is then 

multiplied by the sampling time to obtain the R-R interval. 

Equation 2 is employed for the computation assuming that the 

average number of samples between two consecutive R peaks 

is Ns.  The results of randomly selected 5 MIT-BIH records 

and their declared decisions are summarized in Table 3. 

(2)       Ns* 
1

(seconds) IntervalR-
Fs

R   

The decision of declaring a given record to be normal or 

abnormal is based the deviation of the values of the extracted 

parameters from the known normal ECG features. For 

                                                           
3 Analog to digital conversion  

instance the record 301 was declared abnormal as two of its 

features namely the R and P wave amplitudes greatly deviate 

from the normal values. Similar logic applies to record 310.  

The remaining database records showed considerable 

normality as compared to normal values in Table 1 and Table 

2.  One can compare parameter values in Table 3 with tables 1 

and 2 to observe the similarity and discrepancies. To evaluate 

the performance of the algorithm, an excerpt containing the 

actual recording time for MIT-BIH record was taken from the 

Phsyionet website to compare with the obtained average R-R 

interval. Through carefully scrutinized observation, one can 

glance at Fig. 7, which shows an excerpt of the recording time 

for record 18184, and note that the average of the actual times 

is approximately 0.71 seconds. The experimentally extracted 

R-R interval for the same record was found to be 0.7 seconds 

as indicated in the second row Table 3. This results in a small 

deviation error of 0.01 seconds.  To this end, a complete ECG 

features extraction is achieved where the detection of the 

primary waves facilitated the computation of time intervals.  

 

Fig. 7: Excerpt of original recording times for Record 

MIT-BIH 18184 4 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we described our implementation and evaluation 

of an ECG feature extraction algorithm using Daubechies 

Wavelet. The ECG signal is first smoothed by decomposing 

and omitting much of the details while keeping the 4th level 

approximation coefficients.  The R peaks are then extracted 

from the down sampled clean ECG signal. This is followed by 

locating the detected R peaks in the original signal which has 

enabled positioning other peaks (P, T, Q and S) with reference 

to the identified R peaks. The proposed wavelet based feature 

extraction algorithm achieved a high detection performance 

on the MIT–BIH Arrhythmia Database in terms of interval 

and amplitude extraction. The detection algorithm encounters 

a very low deviation error found through the comparison of 

extracted RR intervals with real and original recording times 

of corresponding database records. 

 

                                                           
4
 www.physionet.org 
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Table  3: Extracted Features from 5 MIT-BIH Database records 

MIT Record R Wave Amplitude P Wave Amplitude T wave Amplitude RR Interval Decided Result 

18184 1.5  0.23 0.11 0.70 Normal 

301 0.95 -0.1 0.02 0.66 Abnormal  

16786 2.5 0.275 0.6 0.82 Normal 

310 3.96 0.22 1.35 0.66 Abnormal  

16420 1.75 0.24 0.09 0.66 Normal 

 

 

Figure 6: Detection of the ECG Primary Waves (P, R and T)
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